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Mythology 2020-2021
thursdays 11:45-14:40
Özlem Karadağ
virtual office hours: Wednesdays 17:15-18:15
okaradag@ıstanbul.edu.tr

This course introduces our
students to concepts such as
myth-making, archetypes,
recurrent themes, motifs, and
patterns that appear and
reappear in the myths and epics
of ancient Sumerian, Greek,
Nordic and Celtic civilizations
with the aim of familiarizing
them with mythological stories
and early literary texts,
divinities and heroes, symbols,
patterns and recurrent themes
which are borrowed, reused and
rewritten and continue to
reappear in British Literature.
This course also offers a critical
study of the epics and myths which are discussed in the context of
various theories such as Feminist Criticism and Ecocriticism.
Students learn how to approach myths, epics, and culture
critically and practice close reading.
As the 2020-2021 Fall Term will be online (synchronous), our 4credit-sessions are planned as lectures which will be followed by
discussions.
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reading lists

Primary Sources:
The Epic of Gilgamesh, Anonymous
The Iliad, Homer (Books I, III, VIII, XVI, XVIII, XXII, XXIII, and XXIV)
The Odyssey, Homer
The Saga of the Volsungs, Anonymous
The Táin, Anonymous

Secondary Sources:

myths from mesopotamıa: creatıon, the flood, gilgamesh, and
others, (Edıted and translated by stephanie Dalley)
Theogony & works and days, hesiod
the Prose EDDa, snori sturluson
the poetIc edda, (Translated by Carolyne LArrington)
the celtıc myths, miranda aldhouse-green
The Hero with a Thousand Faces, Joseph Campbell
“Myth Today” Roland Barthes
The archetypes and the collective unconscious, c. g. jung
myth: a very short introduction, robert a. regal
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further readıng:
a short hıstory of myth, karen armstrong
patterns ın comparative relıgıon, mırcea elıade
the myth of the eternal return, mırcea elıade
the quest: hıstory and meanıng ın relıgıon, mırcea elıade
The Ultimate Encyclopedia of Mythology, Arthur Cotterell
sumerıan mythology, (samuel noah kramer)
the greek myths, robert graves
mythology: tımeless tales of gods and heroes, edıth
hamılton
tales of norse mythology, helen a. guerber
the penguın book of norse myths, kevın crossly
the celtıc and scandınavıan relıgıons, j. a. macculloch
Early ırısh myths and sagas, jeffrey gantz
celtıc mythology: tales of gods, goddesses, and heroes, phılıp
freeman
hebrew myths: the book of genesıs, robert graves&pataı
raphael

metamorphoses, ovıd
the aeneid, virgil
the nibelungenlied
THE MABINOGION, (sioned davıes)
“the old testament” and “the new testament”
le morte d’arthur, thomas malory
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